
Humorous Travel Writing: Two Old Fogeys Go
To Istanbul
Traveling to new places is always an exciting adventure, providing opportunities
to step out of our comfort zones and experience different cultures. But what
happens when two old fogeys, like us, decide to embark on a journey to Istanbul,
a vibrant city teeming with life and history? Well, let's just say it was a hilarious
expedition full of unexpected moments and unforgettable memories.

First things first, let's introduce the protagonists of this comical tale - George and
Mildred, two retired souls in their early seventies, filled with an insatiable desire to
explore the world. Armed with their walking sticks and a slightly outdated
guidebook, they set off on their Turkish escapade.

As they arrived in Istanbul, the chaos and hustle of the city instantly overwhelmed
them. The vibrant markets, the maze-like streets, and the constant symphony of
honking horns seemed like a whirlwind of confusion. Nevertheless, our intrepid
adventurers embraced the chaos and embarked on their first mission - finding
their Airbnb.
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Now, let me assure you that George and Mildred are the epitome of
"technologically challenged." So, using Google Maps to locate their
accommodation turned out to be a rather hilarious endeavor. Picture this: two old
fogeys staring intently at their smartphones, navigating the bustling streets, and
ending up in a construction site instead of their comfy apartment. Oh, the
wonders of modern technology!

Despite the initial setback, George and Mildred managed to find their Airbnb
eventually. As they opened the door to their humble abode, they were greeted by
a distinct odor that can only be described as "interesting." However, being the
resilient duo they were, they laughed it off and decided to embrace the peculiar
smell as part of their Istanbul experience.

Every journey has its culinary adventures, and Istanbul was no exception. George
and Mildred, being fans of traditional English food, were initially intimidated by the
exotic Turkish cuisine. The abundance of spices, exotic flavors, and
unpronounceable dishes confused their taste buds, leading to a series of
humorous encounters with street vendors and restaurant waiters.

One particular incident involved George mistaking a spicy kebab for a mild dish,
resulting in a rather amusing display of him gulping down gallons of water to
soothe his burning tongue. Mildred, being the ever-helpful partner, just couldn't
hold in her laughter, which only added to the hilarity of the situation.
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Of course, no trip to Istanbul is complete without a visit to the iconic Hagia
Sophia. George and Mildred, awestruck by its grandeur, decided to take a guided
tour. Little did they know that their guide had an infectious sense of humor. As he
cracked jokes and shared humorous anecdotes about the monument, our fogeys
found themselves laughing uncontrollably, much to the amusement of the other
tourists.

As they embarked on their daily explorations, George and Mildred soon
discovered the peculiar Turkish sense of humor. From street performers to
vendors and taxi drivers, everyone seemed to possess an innate ability to make
them burst into fits of laughter.

One evening, while strolling along the historic district, the duo stumbled upon a
traditional Turkish dance performance. Unable to resist the inviting music and
lively atmosphere, they decided to join in. The sight of two old fogeys attempting
to keep up with the energetic dance moves of the locals had everyone in stitches.
It was a harmonious blend of laughter, music, and cultural exchange.

As their time in Istanbul came to an end, George and Mildred couldn't help but
reminisce about their hilarious escapades. From getting lost in the narrow streets
to their culinary misadventures and unexpected encounters, the trip had
exceeded their wildest expectations.

So, what lessons did our old fogeys learn during their comical voyage to Istanbul?
Well, they discovered that it's okay to get lost and embrace the chaos, that
laughter transcends language barriers, and that sometimes the best memories
are formed when things don't go as planned.

With their hearts full of laughter and their minds brimming with unforgettable
experiences, George and Mildred bid farewell to Istanbul, knowing that their



humorous travel tales would be cherished for years to come.
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After TWO OLD FOGEYS GO TO ISTANBUL comes a second story of travelling
later in life when the appetite is great, the spirit willing but legs need oiling and
mishap lurks around every corner. A humorous account, by authors unafraid of
self-parody, yet packed with information about the history of Sicily and a wealth of
suggestions as to what to do and, for these two OFs most definitely not do, in and
around Palermo, Catania, Syracusa and Ortigia.
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